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Unique Aspects  
Peru-Climate Change 

�  Peru-  equator (tropical) + Andes mountains 

�  Has 27 of 32 world climate types 

�  Contains 71% of the world’s tropical glaciers 

�  3rd most vulnerable country to climate change 

�  7 of the 9 characteristics that make a country 
vulnerable to climate change 



Glacier melt 

�  2014 hottest year on record 

�  40% Peru’s glaciers have melted; will disappear by 
2021 disappearance at this rate 

�  Glaciers provide water for Peru 



Patterns changing 

�  Natural systems no 
longer predictable for 
planting and harvesting 

�  Diseases on the rise- 
malaria, dengue are on 
the coast not just in the 
jungle anymore 



Extractive industries 

�  Process and products pollute air, land, water 

�  50% of the territory was indigenous/rural 

�  Exploration uses explosives à small earthquakes 

 

�  State has restricted Minister of Environment and 
reduced sanctions against polluting companies 

 



La Oroya 

Major challenges Organized response 



No “Sacrifice Zones” 

Landscapes aren’t 
empty…. 

Inherent dignity; 
inalienable rights 



United Nations COP 20 

�  UN International Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) Conference of the 
Parties, met in Lima in December 2014 

�  COP 21 next year in Paris (196 parties expected)- 
deciding on something to follow-up with 1997 
Kyoto Protocol (192 parties ratified but not the U.S.) 

�  President Obama and China’s President XI Jinping 
commitments could bode well for a more successful 
agreement this time  



Marching, Praying, Acting 



What can we do? 

�  Create new habits of the heart; bring spirituality/
ethics to the decision-making tables 

�  Live simply, conserve energy, support renewables 

�  Keystone pipeline, mountaintop removal, 
extractives 

�  Divest and re-invest personal $ resources 

�  Fastfortheclimate.org; Faithfulclimatepetition.org 

�  Capwiz.com/pcusa,  Pcusa.org/hunger and 
pcusa.org/environment 


